Abstract: Social organization and economic production mode have shaped the functional uses and formation of space. Production of the space is an ongoing process in a global scale. Space existing and formed before is possessed and shaped by the new mode of production and society according their purposes. These transformations penetrate into established space and sometimes disturb it deleteriously. The historical odyssey from the birth of the first cities until globalization allows the investigation of the settlement revolution and urban public space. The concept of public space, formed during the classical era of the ancient times, has been shaped differently in the historycity of city. There seems to be a change from public spaces touching the public for the public, gathering the public together and socializing the public towards gated communities sheltering faster lives where there is no expectation beyond any personal benefit or pleasure. This study aims to understand the impact of these transformations on the city and the use of urban public space in the process of globalization and the signs of the transformations on urban areas. Debates carried on about public space also examine the impact of globalization and of neoliberalism as the ideology of globalization on the social life and physical space of the cities. Keywords: Ancient City, Global City, Urban Public Space, Transformation of Space, Soul and Identity of Space